Finally you can enrich your sauna sessions with some sweet tunes again! Whether it’s Dolly Parton, James Brown or Rammstein, the sound system will play your music of choice, when sweating in the sauna or cooling off outside.

Usually the sauna is on every Wednesday from 19:00 onwards, serving as a mid-week break for the students of UID to relax and discuss important things like the weather or House of Cards. If you’d like to join for a session, just bring some swimwear and a towel and join us.

If you’d like to use it any other time, please do! It’s there for our enjoyment, built and renovated by earlier students of UID. Recent studies also show that regular sauna sessions are great for your health! So there are plenty of reasons to come and visit the hottest space in UID.

Something most people don’t know about you:
Round plastic spoons gives me the creeps! I totally test them!!

An interesting fact from your country:
When you have cravings for blue mussels and pick some from the ocean yourself, just call “Fröken mussla” to check if they’re ok to eat!

The New Black in BOOKS/MAGAZINES
The Jewish-Japanese Sex

Jack Douglas wrote the book: The Jewish-Japanese Sex and Cookbook and how to Raise Wolves (It may not be new but it is totally weird and super fun) (Actually I haven’t read it but I have been told thats the case).

The New Black on THE WEB
http://ffffound.com A random assortment of cool images, carefully chosen

When at the airport and you want to be perceived as intelligent to impress the ladies: http://hackertype.com

WE LOVE HEARING FROM YOU!
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City agencies have access to a wealth of data and statistics reflecting every part of urban life. But as data analyst Ben Wellington suggests in this entertaining talk, sometimes they just don’t know what to do with it. He shows how a combination of unexpected questions and smart data crunching can produce strangely useful insights, and shares tips on how to release large sets of data so that anyone can use them.

Watch at: http://goo.gl/nXC1Aa

**INSPIRATION**

Learning a foreign language, as many of you know, is not easy and requires lots of practice and patience. Not only is it difficult to learn the vocabulary and get the accent right, but those proverbs can give anyone a headache. Swedish, like any language, has its own set of proverbs.

For the Swedish learners out there here are some of the odd sayings.

**Tip:** These are just a few to get you started, if you are interested in learning more have a look at this video: http://youtu.be/tf5_Ay_g2fo

---

**Göra en höna av en fjäder**

To make a hen out of a feather

Meaning: “To make a big deal out of something”

**Dra dit pepparn växer**

Go to where the pepper is growing

Meaning: A polite way of saying: “bugger off”

**Finns det hjärterum finns det stjärterum**

(If there is room for the heart there is room for the ass)

Meaning: “There is space for more”

**Gå som katten kring het gröt**

To walk like the cat around hot porridge

Meaning: “To beat around the bush”

**Att glida in på en räkmacka**

To slide in on a shrimp sandwich

Meaning: “To succeed without any effort”

---

**THE WEEK THAT WAS**

IxD1 and TD1 start their two weeks KISKA workshop on motorcycle heroes of 2022. Exciting cross-programme collaboration!

Internship recruitment season! Visitors from Daihatsu, Denso, Aisin and Suzuki visited UID in search of talent for their Summer internship programmes.

---

**WEEKLY TED VIDEO**

**HOW WE FOUND THE WORST PLACE TO PARK IN NEW YORK CITY – USING BIG DATA BY BILL WELLINGTON**

---

**SHARE YOUR PROJECTS, FIKAS AND CLASS MOMENTS WITH UID BY SENDING YOUR PHOTOS TO: WOZZOP@GMAIL.COM**

---
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---
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BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON—On June 18, 2014, Harley-Davidson shocked the motorcycle community by announcing an electric motorcycle prototype called Project LiveWire. The Project LiveWire teaser video showed a bike streaming down route 66, emitting a sound that vaguely resembled a turbine. I could barely believe what I saw, so I immediately spent time reading comments about LiveWire—naturally, the reaction was mixed. Some gave props to Harley-Davidson for thinking outside the box; others complained “this is no Harley.”

The current trend for all-electric and hybrid vehicles is to assume a “quasi-futuristic,” sci-fi-inspired look that pretty much leaves convention and tradition at the curb (think Nissan Leaf). Many automotive enthusiasts don’t see a lot of “soul” or “character” in these appliance vehicles. But enter Harley-Davidson, the company known for its shaking, rumbling, chrome-clad motorcycles that go beyond machinery and extend to a lifestyle. These bikes radiate tradition, heritage, and style. A Harley-Davidson is a Harley because it has a thumping, 45-degree, v-twin, air-cooled power plant breathing through pipes that emit a signature sound. Harley power must be transmitted to the rear wheel via a rubber belt, so now the company may also offer an electric bike. Really? The motorcycle community may need a little time to adjust. And as for my own curiosity about what it would be like to ride LiveWire, I had no idea I would find out just a few weeks later.

NEXT-GENERATION DESIGN

The Project LiveWire engineering team uses all of the latest design, prototyping, and manufacturing expertise that Harley-Davidson developed over the last century of building v-twin motorcycles. I learned about how the LiveWire team engineered and built their ground-breaking electric bike when I talked with lead project engineer Ben Lund. Lund studied Mechanical Engineering and—as you’d expect—loves riding. He’s got multiple motorcycles spanning dirt to street.
**WEB DESIGN**

** basics of making personal website **

**PLANNING CODING HTML/CSS CREATING GRAPHICS PRACTICAL TIPS**

- Live demonstration
- Refreshments will be served
- Free entrance

Lecture by Jolinfra Fryczak MAB

**CULTURE ON CAMPUS**

**Niillas and Roope**

Fri, Mar 5 | 12:00 | Ljusgården Atrium

Take a classically trained composer with multi-instrumental talent, and a poet and a musician with a background in Sami yoik singing, add a pinch of singer-songwriting and you get whole new sound.

**INDIE ROCK PUB**

**March 6th Art Studio**

Queens of the Stone Age • The Black Keys • Jack White • Royal Blood • Arctic Monkeys • Eagles of Death Metal • The Vines • Weezer • Danko Jones • The Raconteurs • Johnson • TV on the Radio • Social Distortion • Muse • The Strokes • Audioslave • Japandroids • The Subways • Yeah Yeah Yeahs • P!LS • A Perfect Circle • Clutch • Ween • Red Hot Chili Peppers • Kyuss • The New Pornographers • Death Cab for Cutie • Matthew Good • Soundgarden

Cash only • No refunds due to inclement weather

It's time for Ställverket to update the old logo and we would like to ask for your help.

Use whatever media you want and send your submission to stallverket.uid@gmail.com or put it in the provided box.

PS. There will be a prize for the winner!